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The measured voltage depends on the relative 
magnetization of the ferromagnets
Johnson and Silsbee (1985); Aronov (1976)
Nonlocal spin injection/detection
J h d Sil b ( )• o nson an  s ee PRL 55, 1790 (1985)
– “Bulk” aluminum crystal
– pV signal (SQUID picovoltmeter)
T 77 K–  <  
– Spin relaxation length ~ 450 μm (4.2K); 180 μm (37K)
• Jedema et al (Nature 416, 713 (2002))
– Aluminum thin films. Much smaller volume. Tunnel barriers
– Signal 6 order of magnitude larger than Johnson
– V/I ~ 10 mΩ
• Reduced sample size and improved spin injection
– V/I ~1Ω
Spin relaxation length ~0 2 1 μm (4 2 K); 0 2 0 5 μm (RT)–    . -   .   . - .   
Device fabrication
• MMA/PMMA bilayerPMMA  
• e-beam lithography. Large 
undercut by preferentially exposing 
more sensitive MMA
• Free-standing PMMA maskSi/SiO2
MMA
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Device fabrication
• e-beam evaporation. Tunnel barriers between FM and Aluminum in situ 
(without breaking vacuum)  
• Ferromagnet with intrinsically different coercive field (NiFe and CoFe) 
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Measurement scheme
• Current I injected into Al strip 
from one of the ferromagnets 
(CoFe) 
• Non-equilibrium spin density 
(spin accumulation)
• The detector (NiFe) samples 
the electrochemical potential of 
the spin populations  
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−± = ± 4K: P = (PNiFePCoFe)1/2 ~25%; λsf ~0.2-1 μmRoom T: P ~  17%; λ sf ~0.2-0.4 μm
Spin flip time  
SOV and M. Tinkham, APL 85, 5914 (2004)





















•      
transparency (oxidation time)
• P can be directly compared with the
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polarization obtained with the 






















PSpin Valve(4K) = (PNiFePCoFe)1/2 ~ 25%
NiFe CoFe








PMT CoFe(250mK) ~ 38%H= 0; 2T -  
SOV and M. Tinkham, APL 85, 5914 (2004) I.I. Mazin, PRL 83, 1427-1430 (1999)
Spin polarized tunneling at finite bias
VS = Vdc + Vac
Vac ~ 10 - 30 mV
|V | 1 5 Vdc  < .  
M m
NiF C F
g gp −= ,e o e
M mg g+Vdc < 0 Vdc > 0
V > 0 electrons tunnel into FM
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Asymmetry in the tunneling









ϕ = ωLt ∝ H┴ t
Polarization and
L = 2 m
 
diffusion characteristics
from a single measurement
H┴
Johnson and Silsbee PRL 55, 1790 (1985)
Jedema et al., Nature 416, 713 (2002)
Nonlocal measurements applications
Spin transport in metals and through interfaces
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Spin Hall effect
Spin current generation and spin accumulation without magnetic fields or ferromagnets
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A current generates a spin imbalance
trough the spin Hall effect in an Al strip
The spin imbalance drives a spin current
which generates a voltage in a second
Al strip
Second order effect
Spin Hall effect. Electronic detection
Spin Hall effect. Electronic detection
Diffusive system
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P ~ 30 %
Al / Al2O3
Measurement schemes





I+ V+ V+ I+
SOV and M. Tinkham, Nature 442, 176 (2006); Int. J. Mod. Phys. B 23, 2413 (2009).















λsf = 705 nm
I-
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 tAl = 12 nm
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V/I = RSH = (1/2) ΔRSH sinθ ΔRSH = 2(P σSH / tAl σ2c) exp[-LSH/λsf]
Zhang, S. PRL 85, 393 (2000)













V/I = RSH = (1/2) ΔRSH sinθ
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Spin Hall effect
Comparison with standard nonlocal detection
 




λsf = 705 nm
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tAl = 12 nm
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tAl = 25 nm
LSH (μm)
ΔRSH = 2(P σSH / tAl σ2c) exp[-LSH/λsf] σSH ~ 30 (Wcm)-1
Predicted (extrinsic): σSH ~ 10 (cm)-1P ~ 28 %      W
Zhang, PRL (2001); Shchelushkin & Brataas, PRB (2005)
T. Kimura et al., cond-mat/0609304, PRL 2007
Spin Hall effect
Spin Hall cross adapted for 
materials with 
short spin relaxation length
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Conclusions  
• Electronic detection of the (reverse) spin Hall effect in a diffusive conductor.
• Results are consistent with those obtained with control Lateral Spin-Valves.
? Spin precession experiments and magnetization orientation dependence 






LSH = 480 nm
? Spin relaxation length in films with different thickness.
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• Theoretical estimations using -like scattering centers are in agreement with 
experimental results, σSH ~ 30 ( Wcm)-1.
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